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Abstract. The FutureID project builds a comprehensive, flexible, privacy-aware and ubiqui-
tously usable identity management infrastructure for Europe, which integrates existing eID 
technology and trust infrastructures, emerging federated identity management services and 
modern credential technologies to provide a user-centric system for the trustworthy and ac-
countable management of identity claims. The FutureID infrastructure will provide great bene-
fits to all stakeholders involved in the eID value chain. Users will benefit from the availability 
of a ubiquitously usable open source eID client that is capable of running on arbitrary desktop 
PCs, tablets and modern smart phones. FutureID will allow application and service providers to 
easily integrate their existing services with the FutureID infrastructure, providing them with the 
benefits from the strong security offered by eIDs without requiring them to make substantial 
investments. This will enable service providers to offer this technology to users as an alterna-
tive to username/password based systems, providing them with a choice for a more trustworthy, 
usable and innovative technology. For existing and emerging trust service providers and card 
issuers, FutureID will provide an integrating framework, which eases using their authentication 
and signature related products across Europe and beyond. To demonstrate the applicability of 
the developed technologies and the feasibility of the overall approach FutureID will develop 
two pilot applications and is open for additional application services who want to use the inno-
vative FutureID technology. This paper provides a short overview of the FutureID project. 
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1 Introduction 

Identity management (IdM) has emerged as a promising technology to distribute 
identity information across security domains [1]. In e-business scenarios, federated 
identity management is increasingly used to connect enterprises along the value chain 
and enables them to reduce transaction costs significantly [2]. On the web it offers the 
promise of single sign-on for different domains and service providers, offering a 
common authentication and authorization infrastructure that eliminates the necessity 
of managing individual accounts and passwords. On the other hand several EU mem-
ber states (e.g. Finland, Belgium, Estonia, Austria, Sweden, Italy, Spain, Portugal and 
Germany) have issued electronic identity cards (eID) to their citizens. Using eIDs for 
strong authentication in federated identity management scenarios seems to be an ob-
vious and very promising combination. This would on one hand provide improved 
ease of use for the users and at the same time eliminate problems that are caused by 
password management issues, password reuse [3], and passwords’ security flaws [4]. 
Therefore, the combination of eID and federated identity management technology 
promises a major improvement of security on the web and a significant increase of 
confidence and trust in the use of ICT by EU citizens and business. For the e-
government domain, the combination of identity management systems with the strong 
authentication and signature functionality of identity cards would provide the neces-
sary security infrastructure enabling online services that so far could not have been 
offered by public administration due to security or legal constraints.  

While the strategy to build a trustworthy, comprehensive, user-centric and privacy 
aware identity management system for Europe based on existing eID and trust infra-
structures seems to be compelling and straightforward, there are many unsolved chal-
lenges, which prevent the interoperable, secure, ubiquitous, easy and privacy-friendly 
use of strong authentication mechanisms across Europe. FutureID aims to address 
these challenges. 
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. We will first provide an over-
view of the existing challenges in Section 2. In Section 3 we present the approach of 
FutureID to address these challenges. In Section 4 we discuss the potential impact of 
the FutureID project before we summarize our findings. 

2 Existing Challenges 

2.1 No standardized, trustworthy and ubiquitously usable eID client 

While the first eID deployments in Europe almost exist for a decade and first 
member states already have renewed their eID technology, the standardization of the 
European Citizen Card in CEN TS 15480 [5] and the corresponding international 
standard ISO/IEC 24727 [6] concluded fairly recently. Therefore, there are many 
different eID cards in the field and there is no standard conform eID client yet, which 
would be capable of supporting all the identity cards issued across Europe. While 
there are some proprietary smart card middleware components and government spon-



sored eID clients, they only support a subset of the issued cards, are only available for 
certain platforms, lack transparency because they are only distributed as executable 
and/or do not conform to the relevant international standards such as [5], [6], [7] and 
[8] for example.  

2.2 Complex and costly integration of authentication and identity services 

If nothing else because of this lack of standardization it is still very cumbersome to 
integrate a variety of different authentication devices and services. Therefore, typical 
service providers only can afford to integrate a limited number of specific authentica-
tion services, which in turn only accept a specific set of credentials and authentication 
tokens. While the Pan-European Proxy Services (PEPS) developed in STORK [9] and 
the eID-Broker developed in SkIDentity [10] introduce different flavors of eID bro-
kerage, these concepts need to be combined and supplemented by universal authenti-
cation and trust services to ease the integration and usage of authentication and iden-
tity services.  

2.3 No coherent European trust infrastructure for authentication 

In addition to the cumbersome technical integration of the different authentication 
services, the lack of a coherent European infrastructure for trust management imposes 
additional obstacles, which prevent the easy, reliable and accountable deployment of 
electronic identity technology. Despite the availability of trust services [11] regulated 
by the European signature directive 1993/93/EC [12], emerging public key infrastruc-
tures for machine readable travel documents [13], trusted certificates shipped with 
popular browsers [14], several industry driven (e.g. [15], [16], [17]) or academic [18], 
[19] trust infrastructures and innumerable trust relationships set up and managed in a 
more or less ad hoc manner, there is no coherent European trust infrastructure for 
authentication yet. There is an emerging standards for entity authentication assurance 
frameworks [20] and first authentication related specifications, which use some sort 
of authentication assurance level (e.g. [21], [22], [23]). However, it is not clear how 
the different existing and emerging trust infrastructures map to the authentication 
assurance levels in a traceable manner and how liability issues [24] are regulated 
among the different stakeholders. Against the background of the forthcoming Euro-
pean regulation on electronic identification and trust services [25] there is an urgent 
need to provide a comprehensive and coherent trust infrastructure for Europe, which 
covers services for electronic signatures, authentication and identification and the 
FutureID project will do its best to support the European Commission and related 
national institutions in the process of designing and implementing this important piece 
of infrastructure. 

2.4 Privacy threats of real world authentication solutions 

Many of the early adopted eID cards contain X.509-based certificates, which can 
be used for authentication for instance, within the TLS-protocol [26]. The usage of 



X.509 certificates allows cryptographically strong User authentication, but at the 
same time presents considerable privacy concerns. Roughly, Users always have to 
reveal their full identity and personal data contained in the certificate towards a ser-
vice provider, even though that amount of information would not be strictly neces-
sary. Furthermore, the signature of the certificate itself already serves as a unique 
identifier, which allows one to link different transactions of the same User and create 
extensive usage profiles. This privacy risk is significantly amplified if the authentica-
tion result and related identity attributes are transmitted across a complex network of 
Pan-European Proxy Services (PEPS) as in the STORK approach. Therefore the Fu-
tureID project aims at replacing the PEPS-network by universal authentication ser-
vices, which are able to handle the different eID cards directly. 

 
The German [27] and Austrian [28] eID cards were already designed with privacy 

protection in mind and include features such as pseudonyms, which shows the aware-
ness of the aforementioned privacy threats. However, those privacy features often 
require complex infrastructures and come with constraints in terms of security (e.g.  
the same authentication key is shared among a batch of cards to build anonymity sets) 
and functionality when compared to standard PKI approaches.  

 
A solution that provides both, i.e. the same or better level of strong authentication 

as X.509 certificates and preservation of the Users privacy, are privacy-enhancing 
attribute-based credentials (privacy-ABCs). In a nutshell, privacy-ABCs allow the 
User to establish several partial and unlinkable identities with each service provider, 
where they only disclose the information that is minimally required for the purpose at 
hand. The technology to deploy privacy attribute-based credentials is already avail-
able with, for instance, IBM's Identity Mixer [29] and Microsoft's U-Prove [30]. Cur-
rently, both are being integrated and used for two real-life pilots in the EU-funded 
project ABC4Trust project. However, the integration of privacy-ABC technology into 
large-scale eID environments still remains an interesting and open challenge. 

Furthermore, little systematic research has been done on risk analysis and impact 
assessment of identity technologies. To enable deployment of privacy-friendly iden-
tity technologies, its ergonomic and economic parameters will be assessed in a sys-
tematic way, especially relating to mandatory risk analysis, risk mitigation and cost-
of-ownership. Suggestions have been made in [31] and the topic will be further inves-
tigated in the PETweb II privacy risk assessment project that will contribute to Fu-
tureID [32]. 

2.5 Non-technical problems 

The technical problems mentioned above seem to be responsible for many of the 
perceived problems with today’s identity management systems, which in turn jeopard-
ize the success in the market. A recent expert survey [33] performed by the SSEDIC 
thematic network [34] revealed that the most important barriers of using eID technol-
ogy include the poor usability, the low perceived usefulness, the low awareness that 
the technology exists and the lack of applications.  



From an economic point of view the interrelation between the perceived problems 
at the surface and the source problems at the root can be clearly explained: The chal-
lenge identity management and eID solutions are facing is that the market for this 
technology is a multi-sided market. According to [35] and [36], “A market is said to 
be two-sided if firms serve two distinct types of customers, who depend on each other 
in some important way, and whose joint participation makes platforms more valuable 
to each. In other words, there are indirect network externalities between the two dif-
ferent customer groups.” 

In multi-sided markets, when a system mediates between several parties, the 
"chicken or egg" problem is quite common [37]. When no services are supporting it, 
the usefulness for the user is presumably low. On the other hand, when no users have 
adopted the product yet, service providers’ motivation to implement it is quite mini-
mal. For a user to perceive a meaningful benefit, a system has to be widely adopted, 
and its underlying protocols implemented by a wide range of service providers [2]. 
On the other hand a service will hardly implement a certain identity management 
protocol if there is no broad support on the user side, as supporting too many unsuc-
cessful protocols would mean cluttering its user interface and facing sunk implemen-
tation costs [2]. The utility for both participants of eIDs partially depends on the adop-
tion by agents on the other side, indicating indirect network effects [38] with positive 
feedback: if more users adopt a SSO system, more services will adopt, and the other 
way around.  

In order to utilize the full potential of eIDs, the technology needs to be adopted on 
a wide basis. As it is a multi-sided market, this will only be achieved if all participat-
ing parties perceive a benefit in adopting the technology. Therefore, FutureID will 
consider the interests of all the stakeholders involved in the eID ecosystem to facili-
tate economic conditions for wide take-up of its results. This includes the provision of 
a trustworthy and usable open source eID client and several components and services, 
which ease eID deployment on the back end side.  

3 The FutureID Approach 

The rationale for the objectives of FutureID is to address these challenges by de-
veloping the novel, integrative, secure, yet market-compliant FutureID infrastructure. 
FutureID will consider the interests of all involved stakeholders to ensure that the 
solution is compliant with market demands and privacy regulation. It will address the 
challenge of the two sided market by providing on one hand a trustworthy and usable 
open source client that supports multiple platforms and on the other hand by develop-
ing a service environment that allows for the smooth integration of eID technology on 
the back end side. Furthermore, FutureID will demonstrate the applicability and feasi-
bility of the approach by developing two pilot applications. Figure 1 provides an 
overview of the envisioned FutureID Infrastructure.  



 
Fig. 1.  The FutureID Infrastructure 

The FutureID Infrastructure in particular comprises the following components, 
which are briefly described in the following subsections: 

• Client 
• Identity Broker 
• Universal Authentication Service 
• Trust Repository 
• Application Services 

3.1 Client 

The User is equipped with an eID token and a corresponding client application. In 
order to facilitate the broad application of the FutureID technology, the FutureID 
Client is designed to support all popular PC platforms and diverse mobile devices 
including notebooks, tablet PCs, PDAs, smart phones, other mobile phones and even 
other embedded devices and will be distributed under a suitable open source license.  



 
Fig. 2.  Rough outline of the FutureID Client 

As sketched in Figure 2 the FutureID Client roughly consists of the following 
building blocks:  

• Interface Device (IFD) implements the IFD Layer as specified in ISO/IEC 24727-
4 [20] such that a variety of smart card terminals, smart cards and similar hardware 
tokens can be accessed by the FutureID Client. 

• Electronic Identity (eID) in particular implements the Service Access Layer as 
specified in ISO/IEC 24727-3 [20], such that arbitrary authentication tokens can be 
supported as long as they are described by a suitable CardInfo file according to 
CEN 15480 [5]. This component also contains support for federated identity man-
agement protocols, such as SAML [39] including the ECP (Enhanced Client and 
Proxy) profile [7] for example, and attribute-based credential technologies accord-
ing to Idemix [29], U-Prove [30] or alternative credential technologies such as [40] 
or [41] for example.  

• Electronic Signatures (eSign) allows to create advanced electronic signatures 
according to CAdES [42], XAdES [8], PAdES [43] using the standardized OASIS 
DSS interface [44]. 

• Binding contains functionality to support various message bindings such as SOAP 
[45], PAOS [28] and alternative transport protocols such as the Austrian Security 
Token Abstraction Layer (STAL) [46] or the eID applet protocol used in Belgium 
[47]. This component also contains means for a smooth integration of the FutureID 
Client core into browsers via interfaces such as PKCS#11 [48] for example.  

• Graphical User Interface (GUI) will exist for each platform, which is supported 
by the FutureID Client and provides an easy to use interface for the User. 

Furthermore there will be a comprehensive FutureID Client Testbed and additional 
research and development to provide trustworthy platforms for the FutureID Client. 



3.2 Identity Broker 

A major objective of the Identity Broker is to make it easy for Service Providers to 
connect to the FutureID infrastructure and use the various authentication tokens (na-
tional eID cards, electronic health cards, electronic signature cards etc.) connected to 
the FutureID Client in conjunction with associated external authentication services, 
the Universal Authentication Service developed within the FutureID project or other 
Identity Brokers, such as the Pan European Proxy Services (PEPS) developed in 
STORK [9] or the eID-Broker developed in SkIDentity [10] for example. There are 
two general operation modes for the Identity Broker:  

• Dispatcher Mode: In a first and simple operation mode the Identity Broker only 
serves as dispatcher and determines an appropriate authentication service, which 
performs the authentication of the User and/or its associated platform and gener-
ates an appropriate assertion which can be consumed by the Service Provider. 
 

• Claims Transformer Mode:In a more sophisticated scenario, the Identity Broker 
performs the authentication itself (together with the attached Universal Authentica-
tion Service) and then transforms the claims to an appropriate protocol and creden-
tial, requested by the Service Provider. The issued credential may either be a  
─ Session Credential (e.g. a SAML [39] or OpenID [49] assertion), which has a 

short time to live and is (more or less) directly presented to the Service Provider 
or it may be an 

─ Privacy-Enhancing Attribute-based Credential (e.g. Idemix [29], U-Prove [30] 
or alternative constructions that can be used to instantiate Privacy-ABCs as de-
fined in [50]), which has a long-term validity and is issued to the User, who can 
in turn derive unlinkable presentation tokens from her credential portfolio which 
only reveal the information that is minimally necessary for the Service Provider. 

3.3 Universal Authentication Service 

In order to provide an optimized message flow and enable the Claims Transformer 
Mode mentioned above, the FutureID project will develop a Universal Authentication 
Service, which is able to support all authentication protocols implemented by the 
various authentication tokens deployed across Europe. 

As the existing eID cards, eHealth cards, electronic signature cards already support 
a large variety of different authentication protocols and it may be expected that future 
authentication tokens will support other credentials and authentication protocols, it 
would be close to impossible to implement all required protocols using a conventional 
approach, because this would require a specialized program module for each and eve-
ry authentication protocol. In order to solve this problem, the FutureID project intro-
duces a novel approach for realizing a Universal Authentication Service, which makes 
it possible to support arbitrary authentication protocols in a very efficient manner. As 
depicted in Figure 3 the Universal Authentication Services contains a generic Execu-
tion Environment, which is capable of executing arbitrary protocols, which are de-
scribed by appropriate Authentication Protocol Specification (APS) files. 



 
Fig. 3.  High Level Design of the Universal Authentication Service 

The APS-descriptions of the authentication protocols in turn refer to appropriate 
Basic Services, such as cryptographic primitives or smart card commands according 
to ISO/IEC 7816 [51]. As the different authentication protocols are all composed of a 
rather limited set of Basic Services, the problem of supporting arbitrary authentication 
protocols is reduced to providing this limited set of basic functionality and providing 
appropriate APS-descriptions for the different authentication protocols.  

3.4 Trust Repository 

The Trust Repository is attached to the Identity Broker and provides a comprehen-
sive repository for trusted certificates and services [52], SAML meta data for trusted 
providers [53] and other trust related information. It can provide standard policies for 
the stakeholders such as signature policies and privacy policies, and archive these 
with a unique URI for later reference. In addition, it provides an audit trail for foren-
sic analysis or billing purposes. 

. 

3.5 Application Services 

The Application Services are consumed by the User and integrated into the Fu-
tureID infrastructure via the Application Integration Services (AIS). To demonstrate 
the broad applicability of the developed technologies, the FutureID project will ad-
dress services for citizen as well as business services, which can be used by large and 
especially also small enterprises. To demonstrate the practical value of the envisioned 
FutureID infrastructure for the provision of secure services for European citizen, it is 
planned to integrate the FutureID infrastructure with the European electronic health 
large scale pilot project epSOS [54].  



 
Fig. 4.  FutureID based cross-border citizen services for epSOS 

As depicted in Figure 4, this will involve Users of the FutureID infrastructure, 
which are located in different countries (Country of Affiliation (A) and Country of 
Care (B)) and act in different roles (e.g. as patient, administrative staff or health-
professional). Among the current use cases for epSOS is the provision of a patient 
summary, which is provided in the home country (Country of Affiliation (A)) and can 
be accessed in case of a medical need in the foreign country (Country of Care (B)). In 
a similar manner there are first pilots for the exchange of electronic prescriptions 
across cross-borders. In order to demonstrate the applicability of the FutureID tech-
nology it is planned to provide eID-based security safeguards, which may serve as 
long-term replacement for the currently developed enhanced security safeguards for 
epSOS [55], which provide end-to-end-security but still rely on rather weak pass-
word-based cryptographic mechanisms. The signature services within the FutureID 
project may be used for the electronic provision of the patient’s consent (e.g. for a 
patient summary) and the end-to-end protection of the authenticity and integrity of 
electronic documents (e.g. electronic prescriptions). Furthermore the different eID 
cards will be used for purposes of strong authentication and - whenever technically 
possible – for the encryption of the medical data. 

4 Potential Impact 

4.1 Specific impacts on eID stakeholders 

The FutureID infrastructure will provide benefits to all stakeholders involved in the 
eID value chain. Users will benefit from the availability of ubiquitously usable open 
source eID client that is capable of running on arbitrary desktop PCs, tablets and 
modern smart phones. FutureID will pay special attention to ensure the user-



friendliness of this client. The absence of a user-friendly client has been identified as 
a major barrier towards the wide application of eID technology [34] [56], which will 
be addressed by the FutureID Client. Since the utility of eID is dependent on the 
availability of services that provide a perceivable benefit to the users, FutureID will 
further provide application integration services that allow an easy integration of exist-
ing services into the FutureID infrastructure. This will in turn also provide benefits to 
application and service providers, enabling them to use trustworthy authentication 
services without the necessity of making large up-front investments in eID technolo-
gies or to meet legal obligations. This will also provide new business opportunities to 
application and service providers and allow them to address new consumers seg-
ments, which have avoided the use of those services due to trust issues or privacy 
concerns. For the e-government domain, the combination of identity management 
systems with the strong authentication and signature functionality of identity cards 
will provide the necessary security infrastructure enabling online services that so far 
could not have been offered by public administration due to security or legal con-
straints. Furthermore, the ability to use the FutureID infrastructure will reduce cost for 
businesses to setup or migrate to use of eID in their standard business activities and 
avoid high (prohibitive) transaction costs in many cases. Identity service providers 
will benefit from the increased pool of potential customers of their services. The Fu-
tureID infrastructure allows for an easy integration of existing identity services into 
the universal authentication service. Through the specific focus on privacy risk analy-
sis, the stakeholders will obtain increased awareness of the risks created by high-
assurance electronic identities. 

4.2 Specific impacts on the eID market 

In its report on the “Electronic Identity Management Infrastructure for trust worthy 
services” [56] the ELSA Thematic Working Group on Electronic Identity Infrastruc-
ture has provided a comprehensive list of barriers to the widespread uptake of eID 
including technological, societal, legal, economic and organizational barriers. Many 
of those will be addressed by FutureID.  

On the technological side FutureID will contribute to improve the interoperability 
of eID systems and to overcome the fragmentation and complexity of the eID stan-
dards landscape. It will deliver a framework to provide expected (and uniform) levels 
of security and privacy protection and to manage the complexity of multiple elec-
tronic identities. Furthermore, FutureID will provide harmonized eID middleware 
implementation that allows an easy integration of services. The universal authentica-
tion service architecture will enable the integration of different channels and eID 
types/sources while the application integration service will allow integrating services 
covering the public and the private sector. 

Regarding the societal barriers, FutureID will remove the lack of ease of use of eID 
with the user-friendly and ubiquitously usable client and address the lack of citizen 
awareness of benefits of the use of eID with the ability to rapidly include useful ser-
vices and the development of convincing pilot applications. The lack of trust citizens 
have in areas of privacy (loss of anonymity, persistence of activity traces) will be 



addressed by the development of guidelines for privacy friendly identifier systems 
and the integration and extension of privacy-friendly technologies, such as privacy-
enhancing attribute-based credentials, which are compatible with the currently exist-
ing and emerging eID landscape. 

On the economic side, FutureID will eliminate the need for large up-front invest-
ments in leading edge technologies and reduce the cost for businesses to use eID in 
their standard business activities. Furthermore, FutureID will address the “chicken or 
egg” problem of a two-sided market, by providing solutions for both ends. 

With the activities concerning Privacy Impact Analysis (PIA) and privacy risk 
analysis, FutureID will widen the focus from security properties and identity assur-
ance to a broader conception of risks for all stakeholders depending on the choice and 
application of eID technology.  

4.3 Added Value of European Approach 

The Digital Agenda for Europe aims to deliver sustainable economic and social 
benefits from a digital single market based on interoperable applications. Providing a 
ubiquitously usable identity management infrastructure is at the heart of creating a 
more unified digital market, leveraging the advantages of fast EU-wide computer 
networks. FutureID aims to build a comprehensive, flexible, privacy-aware and ubiq-
uitously usable identity management infrastructure for Europe. Obviously this re-
quires a European approach. FutureID will bring together leading industrial and aca-
demic experts from Europe to collaboratively work on achieving this challenging 
goal. The existing barriers for a common ubiquitous European eID framework apply 
to all member states and therefore should best be addressed in a concentrated and 
European effort. In particular in multi-sided markets where network effects play a 
dominant role, reaching a critical mass of users and service providers is essential for 
the success of the envisioned technology. Reaching such a critical mass will be much 
more promising on the single European market than on a national level. In addition, 
considerable potential for substantial savings exists through cross-border e-commerce 
for EU citizens. Furthermore, 85% of the experts questionaired during the SSEDIC 
survey [34] agree "that digital identities should be interoperable across borders". Such 
interoperability can only be achieved with a European approach. By engineering 
compliance to European regulator frameworks for privacy and data protection, the 
FutureID approach will help building a competitive approach for the European infor-
mation industry compared to vendors from other legislative areas.  

5 Conclusion 

The FutureID project builds a comprehensive, flexible, privacy-aware and ubiqui-
tously usable identity management infrastructure for Europe. FutureID will combine 
expertise, experience and skills of partners with multidisciplinary and complementary 
competencies. Nineteen participants from eleven European countries constitute the 
FutureID Consortium. 
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